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ing	what	has	made	him	perhaps	the	most	influential	and	admired	law	professor	in	
China.
¶48	In	addition	to	He’s	pieces,	In the Name of Justice	has	helpful	front	matter	by	
John	L.	Thornton	and	Cheng	Li,	both	of	Brookings,	introducing	readers	to	He	and	
explaining	the	reasons	for	such	a	volume.	The	book	ends	with	thirty	pages	of	notes,	
a	 five-page	 bibliography	 (in	 simplified	 Chinese	 characters,	 pinyin	 romanization,	
and	English	translation)	of	his	writings	from	1984	to	2010,	and	a	twelve-page	index.	
This	reviewer	found	the	book	learned	but	not	pedantic,	serious,	and	occasionally	
humorous.	In the Name of Justice	is	a	fascinating,	inspiring	read	and	highly	recom-
mended	for	law	libraries	that	collect	books	on	China.
Houppert,	Karen.	Chasing Gideon: The Elusive Quest for Poor People’s Justice.	New	
York:	New	Press,	2013.	275p.	$26.95.
Reviewed by Clare Gaynor Willis*
¶49	March	2013	marked	the	 fiftieth	anniversary	of	Gideon v. Wainwright,	 the	
U.S.	Supreme	Court	case	holding	that	states	must	appoint	an	attorney	for	criminal	
defendants	 facing	 significant	 prison	 terms.10	 Karen	 Houppert’s	 book,	 Chasing 
Gideon: The Elusive Quest for Poor People’s Justice,	argues	persuasively	that	access	to	
an	attorney	does	not	mean	justice.	Although	the	book’s	dust	jacket	refers	to	“fifty	








defense	with	 the	more	entertaining	personal	 stories.	The	only	problem	with	 this	
approach	 is	 that	 focusing	on	only	 four	states	may	tempt	the	reader	 to	 think	that	
indigent	 defense	 is	 problematic	 only	 in	 certain	 states,	 or	 in	 the	 South,	 despite	
Houppert’s	inclusion	of	a	chapter	on	Washington	State.
¶51	Houppert	 is	somewhat	coy	about	who	is	 to	blame	for	the	problems	with	
indigent	 defense.	 She	 does	 not	 seem	 to	 blame	 the	 law	 or	 lawyers.	 Even	 when	
Houppert	does	criticize	a	public	defender,	she	is	quick	to	note	that	systemic	prob-
lems	 like	 paying	 attorneys	 a	 flat	 annual	 fee	 to	 defend	 all	 of	 a	 county’s	 indigent	
accused	are	 to	blame,	 rather	 than	 the	attorneys	 themselves.	Without	coming	out	
and	blaming	the	general	public,	it	becomes	clear	that	Houppert	sees	the	wretched	
state	of	indigent	defense	as	a	political	problem	born	of	the	public’s	lack	of	concern	
for	 accused	 criminals	 and	 the	 poor.	As	 a	 Georgia	 attorney	 and	 activist	 explains,	
“[N]obody	is	going	to	get	elected	campaigning	with	a	stump	speech	about	the	poor	
receiving	ineffective	counsel”	(p.192).	The	personal	stories	emerge,	therefore,	as	an	
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	 10.	 Gideon	v.	Wainwright,	372	U.S.	335	(1963).










story	of	Clarence	Gideon	 invites	a	 comparison	 to	Anthony	Lewis’s	 famous	1964	





















strongly	 recommend	 this	 book	 to	 law	 libraries,	 but	 I	 hope	 that	 public	 libraries	
acquire	it	as	well.
Howarth,	David.	Law as Engineering: Thinking About What Lawyers Do.	Cheltenham,	
U.K.:	Edward	Elgar,	2013.	237p.	$105.
Reviewed by Alissa Black-Dorward*
¶54	David	Howarth	began	Law as Engineering: Thinking About What Lawyers 
Do	as	an	article	that	attempted	to	answer	the	question	“Is	law	one	of	the	humani-
ties?”	(p.vi).	In	the	process	of	answering	that	question,	Howarth	came	to	believe	
	 11.	 anthony lewis, GiDeon’s truMpet	(1964).
	 12.	 GiDeon’s truMpet	(Hallmark	Hall	of	Fame	1980).
	 13.	 lewis,	supra	note	11,	at	173–74.
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